
L2 – Isola Polvese – 05-10 March 1991 

Third course in Italy in 16 months, our Italian registrar Claudio De Rocco was pretty active 
in those days, and right after the one in Berlin where I had my first traumatic experience 
being part of the Kitchen Team; that’s why in fact I “stepped back” attending my second 
plain L2 course. 

Despite the fact that the lake is not that far from Rome, I’ve never been there in my life. 
Polvese is an island and there’s a boat service which takes you there from the mainland; 
the sky was cloudy when we got there, and the spring was still just a potential, so chilly 
and dump. 

The facility, in line with the previous one here in Italy, was on the edge between sober and 
funky, and was distributed in few different buildings all of which overlooking a sort of a 
yard: a wild place. 

No personal diary in those days yet, so I can only recall what’s sticking in my memory: 

Like the previous year in Locorotondo, The LCG was there as another tour in Italy was 
going to begin after the course. The lineup was slightly different though, I remember Ralph 
wasn’t there while I saw Nigel for the first time, just to mention two. While participating to 
the various activities of the course, they’ve been supporting Robert for the TV sessions 
and also used their spare time to get their performance together.  

They were going to use their own PA (huge handmade wooden cabinets containing big 
Tannoy speakers), the system was coming from England and stored into a big room in one 
of the buildings. I do remember clearly one day I could hear a very groovy-hot-loud bass 
line coming out from that room; I couldn’t resist so I open the door and got in, and saw 
Curt who was checking the system, he smiled to me with complicity: that was my second 
close encounter with him. 

When the Italian TV team arrived it felt a bit weird, no matter how they were good 
supportive people, the loss of energy and concentration was quite evident. It was for a 
special in a cultural program so they didn’t need so much material and stayed only few 
hours. When sometime later I could see the result I was quite satisfied, I think they did an 
honorable job managing to describe what we were doing in few minutes without distorting 
it or being superficial. 

The BBC crew stayed longer, they were after a proper detailed program about Robert, and 
they’ve been working on it for 2 or 3 days filling all the spaces in the schedule, filming life 
in the house as well. 

Days have been rolling by with us students focused on deepening the GC basic principles, 
the LCG members assisting both Robert with TV interviews and the students with their 
needs, two of my Italian pals were struggling with their ghosts  founding some relief 
running away from the course and sitting at the dock of the dock for the little boat to the 
mainland, until one very day when, at dinner, Robert announced that we were attending 



the last GC course, no more courses in the future… He said something like: “My teacher 
taught me that when the situation is uncertain you have to increase uncertainty…”. 

A sudden arising of mixed feeling just got me, in a way it was just a confirmation of what 
he already announced in Berlin four months before; still he left everybody speechless, but I 
remember clearly that I never felt betrayed or abandoned, actually, although I was still 
quite a beginner in the community, I did acknowledge that the overall attitude of giving 
courses for granted would have taking all of us off course, so, if on one hand he pulled the 
rug out from under me, on the other hand I kind of understood… I just got very concerned 
about my future since during the past few months I got more and more convinced that I 
came across something remarkable and utterly relevant for my life, and now everything 
could just vanish. 

After a whole night to digest the news, I found myself knocking at Robert’s door for my 
personal meeting with a clear and unmistakable burning question: “What shall I do now?”, 
he said something like “ You have the privilege to live in a wonderful city, I’m sure people 
would be glad to come to visit you if you invite them; invite Tony, Curt, Bert…”. It made 
sense to me, and partially mitigated my sense being lost; it was the first time I 
acknowledged a clear encouragement to use my initiative to keep working. 

Towards the end of the course we had somebody’s birthday (can’t remember who he 
was),” Fanciulo” celebration didn’t exist yet, so we just had an improvised birthday cake 
after dinner with everybody singing along. While the celebration was consumed, with 
which part of the accumulated tension and some good energy too were released, I could 
see Robert walking to his room, he was crossing the yard, alone in the dark: a lonely 
heart… 


